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Abstract
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is associated with a progressive loss of synapses and neurons.
Studies in animal models indicate that morphological alterations of dendritic spines
precede synapse loss, increasing the proportion of large and short (“stubby”) spines.
Whether similar alterations occur in human patients, and what their functional
consequences could be, is not known. We analyzed biopsies from AD patients, and APP x
presenilin 1 knock-in mice that were previously shown to present a loss of pyramidal
neurons in the CA1 area of the hippocampus. We observed that the proportion of stubby
spines and the width of spine necks are inversely correlated with synapse density in frontal
cortical biopsies from non-AD and AD patients. In mice, the reduction in the density of
synapses in the stratum radiatum was preceded by an alteration of spine morphology, with
a reduction of their length and an enlargement of their neck. Serial sectioning examined
with electron microscopy allowed us to precisely measure spine parameters. Mathematical
modeling indicated that the shortening and widening of the necks should alter the electrical
compartmentalization of the spines, leading to reduced postsynaptic potentials in spine
heads, but not in soma. Accordingly, there was no alteration in basal synaptic transmission,
but long-term potentiation and spatial memory were impaired. These results indicate that
an alteration of spine morphology could be involved in early cognitive deficits associated
with AD.

Keywords
Alzheimer’s disease; dendritic spine; synapse; long-term potentiation; amyloid ß; Amyloid
Precursor Protein
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Introduction
Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is the predominant neurodegenerative disorder in the elderly.
AD is characterized by cognitive decline, neurofibrillary degeneration and an accumulation
of Amyloid β (Aβ), the cleavage product of the Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP).
Mutations in the APP gene, or its duplication or mutations in the genes coding for its
cleaving enzymes presenilins (PS) 1 or 2 lead to early-onset familial AD (FAD) [50].
Neuronal loss occurs in specific cortical areas and subcortical nuclei in AD [13]. For
instance, a massive loss of neurons is observed in the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus
[60]. Neuronal loss in CA1 increases with the duration of disease [34]. There is also a loss
of synapses and a decrease in the density of dendritic spines along dendrites in several
brain areas in AD [9-12, 16, 17, 39, 46-48]. A substantial loss of synapses is documented
in the CA1 stratum radiatum of patients with mild AD [48]. Loss of synapses in cortical
areas correlates with cognitive deficits [11, 47, 48, 56]. Thus, AD is proposed to be
primarily a synaptopathy [49].
Analysis of synaptic alterations that precede synapse loss could give insights into
the underlying pathological mechanism during the very early stages of the pathology. In
AD, synapse loss is generally accompanied by an increase in size of the post-synaptic
densities (PSDs) of the remaining synapses [11, 41, 46-48]. Since the increase in size of
PSDs is proportional to the amount of synapse loss, it is proposed to be a compensatory
modification secondary to the disappearance of part of the synapses. To analyze synaptic
alterations that could precede synapse loss, transgenic mice overexpressing APP with
various FAD mutations have been generated. Similarly to the situation in AD, these mice
display a reduction in the density of synapses and of spines along dendrites [1, 30, 35, 39,
41, 53]. The remaining synapses have larger PSDs or higher AMPA receptor content,
which could reflect a compensatory response to the loss of synapses [1, 41]. The loss of
dendritic spines is preceded by alterations of their morphology. Most spines have a rather
thin neck and a bulbous head (mushroom spines); a small proportion has wider necks and
lacks a clear head region (stubby spines) [25]. In AD transgenic mice, a higher proportion
of stubby spines and shortening of spines have concurrently been reported [37, 44, 55, 63].
However, it is not known if similar alterations of spine shape are present in AD patients.
Addressing this question requires a good preservation of spine morphology in brain tissue
which is not trivial in human samples (post-mortem delays, non-optimal immersion
fixation procedures etc.). Further, the impact of the modifications of spine morphology on
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synapse function remains to be elucidated. Simulation of this impact necessitates precise
measurements of spine parameters such as the diameter of spine necks, which are below
the resolution of light microscopy [58].
Adequately fixed and embedded frontal biopsies allowed us to examine dendritic
spine alterations in AD and non-AD patients. Their functional consequences were studied
using the APPxPS1-KI mouse model of AD that presents a progressive and massive loss of
pyramidal neurons in the CA1 area of the hippocampus [7, 8, 19]. We found that the
proportion of stubby spines was inversely correlated with the density of synapses in
biopsies from AD and non-AD patients. In mice, serial sectioning examined with electron
microscopy allowed us to precisely measure spine parameters, which we used in a
biophysical model to simulate their effects on synapse function. We found that the
shortening and widening of the necks should alter their electrical compartmentalization,
which could explain the deficits in long-term potentiation and spatial memory we
measured in the animal model.
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Methods
Biopsies from AD and non-AD patients
Brain cortical biopsies collected for diagnostic purpose between 1974 and 1986 were used.
Biopsies were taken with a sharp n°4 curette from the middle frontal gyrus of the right
hemisphere of AD patients (n=3; gender: M; age (mean +/-SD): 60+/-5 years), and nonAD patients (n=5 cases; 4 had normal pressure hydrocephalus and 1 had a brain
hemorrhage; gender: 4M/1F; age (mean +/-SD): 56+/-11 years). One of the AD patients
had a familial form of AD (M146L mutation of the presenilin 1 gene) [52]. The biopsies
were immediately fixed in Karnovsky’s solution, postfixed in osmium and embedded in
Araldite [17, 18].

Mice
The APPxPS1-KI mice contain both an APP transgene bearing the Swedish
K670N/M671L and London V717I APP mutations under the control of a Thy1 promoter,
and M233T and L235P mutations knocked-in into the endogenous presenilin-1 gene [8].
Compared to the single APP transgenic or PS1-KI mice, the APPxPS1-KI line develops an
early-onset neuropathological phenotype, including an accelerated formation of
intracellular Aβ inclusions, extracellular amyloid deposits and a specific neuronal loss.
PS1-KI littermates, which do not develop behavioral-cognitive deficits and in which no
loss of hippocampal neurons has been detected, were used as controls as in previous
studies [8, 19, 62]. A total of 60 mice, aged between three and six months, were used for
this study. Electron microscopy (EM) studies were carried out in three, four and six
months-old mice. Electrophysiological and behavioral analyses were performed at the age
of three months +/- one week.
The general health of the mice was regularly checked during the course of
experimentation. All experiments on animals were conducted in accordance with the
ethical standards of French and European laws (European Communities Council Directive
2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes). The project was
approved by the local ethics Committee (Charles Darwin Committee; project N° 643.01).

Aldehyde fixation and embedding of mice tissue
Mice were analyzed with electron microscopy (EM) either at the age of 3, 4 and 6 months
(n=4 animals for each genotype and age condition). All mice received an overdose of
sodium pentobarbital (120 mg/kg) and transcardial perfusion was performed with PB
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containing 2% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde. After 1 hour at 4°C, the brain
was extracted from the skull and postfixed in the same fixative for 4 h at 4°C. Two
hundred-µm-thick sections of the right hemisphere were cut in PBS with a Vibratome.
Two frontal sections located in the middle part of the dorsal hippocampus were
collected in PBS. They were transferred into an osmium solution for one hour. After
several washes, they were stained “en bloc” with a uranyl acetate solution for one hour.
After several washes, the samples were dehydrated in graded ethanol followed by acetone.
They were incubated in progressive concentrated epoxy resin before being embedded in
pure resin.

Preparation and examination of the sections
Layers II-III of frontally oriented human cortical biopsies were located on semithin
sections (0.5 µm thick). Seventy-nm-thick ultrathin sections were collected on copper grids
for EM analysis. Serial ultrathin sections were collected on formvar-coated nickel slots
grids.
In the mice, semithin sections perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus
were obtained for light microscopy analysis. Ultrathin sections were collected on 400 mesh
copper grids for EM analysis. Other blocks were serially cut perpendicularly to the apical
dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons to reconstruct their shape in 3D. Dendrites located at
a distance of 50-100 µm from the cell body of the pyramidal neurons were selected for the
reconstruction. Series of 33 to 65 ultrathin sections were collected on formvar-coated
nickel slots grids.
Semithin sections were stained with 0.5% toluidine blue. Ultrathin sections were
contrasted by incubation with 5% uranyl acetate followed by lead citrate for 5 min each,
and were analyzed either with a Philips TECNAI 12 (FEI, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) or
with a Hitachi HT 7700 (Elexience, Verrieres le Buisson, France) electron microscope.

Quantifications
Measurements were done on photomicrographs using the Image J software [45], and blind
to pathology or genotype. When counting was performed in a frame the rule of the
excluded sides was applied: the objects crossing the upper and right sides of the rectangle
were not counted while those intersecting the lower and left side were counted [23]. The
mean value per human patient or mouse was then calculated.
Quantifications in biopsies were performed in layers II-III of the right middle
frontal gyrus. The number of synaptic profiles on spines was counted in a 53 µm2 square.
7

Eighty measurements were performed in one ultrathin section (every two fields, random
starting point). The number of stubby spines entirely in the plane of the section, and the
neck diameter of dendritic spines entirely in the plane of the section were measured on the
same photomicrographs.
Quantifications in mice were performed in the middle of the CA1 subfield of the
hippocampus. The number of neuronal nuclei profiles in the pyramidal layer was counted
in a 220 x 158 µm rectangle on three semithin sections 15 µm apart. The area of neuronal
nuclei profiles in the pyramidal layer was counted in a 220 x 158 µm rectangle on one
semithin section. The height of the stratum radiatum was measured on three semithin
sections 15 µm apart. The number of synaptic profiles on spines in the stratum radiatum
was counted in a 29 µm2 square at 50-100 µm from the pyramidal layer. A mean of 35
measurements were performed in one ultrathin section (every two fields in two squares of
the 400-mesh grid).

The length of 100 postsynaptic densities (PSDs) and the neck

diameter of dendritic spines entirely in the plane of the section were measured on the same
photomicrographs.
For 3D reconstruction of dendritic spines, photomicrographs were taken at 16,500fold magnification on the serial sections. Dendrites running perpendicular to the plane of
section were randomly selected and all their spines were reconstructed using the
Reconstruct software [20]. A total of 50 spines were reconstructed per mouse. The mean
spine and spine head volume, spine length, and spine neck length and diameter were
calculated for each animal.

Numerical simulations
We found an increase of the diameter of spine necks in APPxPS1-KI mice, which should
reduce their electrical resistance [57]. We intended to determine if and how this change
could influence synaptic potentials in the head of the spine and in the soma. For that
purpose, we simulated the effects of varying neck diameter on membrane depolarization
using a model neuron.
The simulation environment NEURON (version 7.4) [26] was used to build a
compartmental model consisting of a soma (diameter: 15 µm, length: 42 µm), an apical
dendrite (length: 500 µm; proximal diameter: 4 µm; distal diameter: 0.4 µm), on which a
spine (diameter of spherical head: 0.564 µm; length of spine neck: 0.8 µm; diameter of
spine neck: 0.098 - 0.27 µm; Rneck: 10 - 640 MΩ) was inserted at a distance of 50 µm from
the soma. In each section, the number of segments was an odd number calculated
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according to the d-lambda rule [27], which ensures that the length of each segment is short
enough to compute fast capacitive transmembrane currents. In NEURON the lambda rule
is defined by two parameters: frequency set to 1000Hz and d-lambda set to 0.03 adapted to
fast spike kinetics.
All compartments had the same specific membrane resistance (Rm) set to 13600 Ω
× cm2 (specific leak conductance: 73.53 µS/cm2). All computations were carried out
assuming a specific capacitance, Cm, of 1µF/cm2 and a specific cytoplasmic resistance, Ra,
of 150 Ω × cm. Excitatory synaptic currents were simulated using exponential functions
(rise time constant τ1 = 0.2 ms and decay time constant τ2 = 3 ms), with a maximal synaptic
conductance of 1 nS and a reversal potential of 0 mV. The resting potential was set to Vrest
= -80 mV by adjusting the reversal potential of the leak conductance.
The temporal integration step was 20 µs. In series of simulations, the electrical
resistance imposed by the spine neck was set to 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, and 640 MΩ by
adjusting the diameter of the spine neck. The resulting simulated EPSPs were measured in
the spine head and in the soma.

Ex vivo electrophysiology
Electrophysiological experiments were performed in PS1-KI (n=8) and APPxPS1-KI (n=8)
mice at the age of 3 months. PS1-KI and APPxPS1-KI mice were deeply anesthetized with
isoflurane and sacrificed alternately one per day. The brain was rapidly removed from the
skull and placed in a chilled (0-3°C) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (mM)
NaCl 124, KCl 3.5, MgSO4 1.5, CaCl2 2.5, NaHCO3 26.2, NaH2PO4 1.2, glucose 11.
Transverse slices (300-400 µm thick) were cut using a vibratome (Leica VT1200S), and
placed in a holding chamber (at 27°C) containing the ACSF solution for at least one hour
before recording. Each slice was individually transferred to a recording chamber and
submerged with ACSF continuously superfused and equilibrated with 95% O2, 5% CO2 at
room temperature. Experiments were performed in the dendritic field of the CA1 area
following the stimulation of Schaffer collaterals/commissural pathway located in the
stratum radiatum. Recordings of presynaptic fiber volley (PFV) and field excitatory
postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs), mostly resulting from the activation of AMPA receptors,
construction of Input/Output (I/O) curves assessing the responsiveness of AMPA/Kainate
glutamate receptor, and measure of paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) induced by paired-pulse
stimulation with inter-stimulus intervals of 40 ms have been previously described in details
[43]. Long-term potentiation (LTP) was induced by theta-burst stimulation, consisting of
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five trains of four 100 Hz pulses each, separated by 200 ms and delivered at test intensity
(repeated four times with an interburst interval of 10 s). Testing with a single pulse was
then resumed at 0.33 Hz for 60 min. Long-term depression (LTD) was induced by applying
a low frequency stimulation at 2 Hz (1200 pulses for 10 min) after collecting 15 min of
stable baseline responses at 0.33 Hz, and recorded for 60 min after stimulation.
NMDA receptor-mediated fEPSPs were investigated by perfusing slices with lowMg2+ (0.1 mM) aCSF supplemented with the AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist 2,3dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzoquinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX, 10 µM) for 20
min.
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of CA1 pyramidal neurons were performed at
room temperature, using borosilicate patch pipettes (5 MΩ) filled with CsCH4O3S 140
mM, CsCl 6 mM, MgCl2 2mM, HEPES 10 mM, EGTA 1,1 mM, QX-314 5 mM, ATP 4
mM, (pH 7.3; 300 mosm). Transmembrane currents were acquired and filtered by an
amplifier (AxoPatch 1-D, Axon Instruments), stored on a computer and digitalized using
the WinLTP software [3] for on-line and off-line analysis. Miniature spontaneous
excitatory post-synaptic currents (mEPSCs) were recorded from CA1 pyramidal neurons in
APPxPS1 KI (n = 15 from 8 mice) and PS1 KI mice (n = 18 from 8 mice) in the
continuous mode at holding potential (hp) = -60 mV. Recordings were made in the
presence of tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1µM) to abolish action potentials and hence inhibit
synaptic transmission, and bicuculline (10 µM) to selectively antagonize GABA
transmission through GABAA receptors. Frequency and amplitude of mEPSCs occurrence
were measured using Spike 2 (CED, Cambridge). Membrane resistance was recorded from
CA1 neurons in APPxPS1-KI (n = 15 from 8 mice) and PS1-KI mice (n = 21 from 8 mice)
and calculated at the steady-state of a -10 mV step (70 msec) from hp = -60 mV.

Cognitive evaluation
The apparatus consisted of a square open field (50 x 50 cm) placed in a room with weak
controlled luminosity (8 Lux) and constant 60 dB white noise. Visual inserts with distinct
features were placed on the internal walls of the arena to provide cues allowing definition
of a spatial context.
Nine PS1-KI and 11 APPxPS1-KI mice were evaluated. All the animals were three
months old. The first two days (D1-2), they were handled by the experimenter. On the two
subsequent days (D3-4), mice were habituated for 10 min to the empty arena. On Day 5
(D5), four identical objects were placed symmetrically 10 cm away from the arena corners.
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Mice were free to explore the objects and to habituate to their presence in the arena for 10
min. On the following test day (D6), the mice were placed in the arena containing three
never-experienced identical objects distributed in all corners except the south-east one; the
mice were allowed to explore the objects for two 10 min sessions inter-spaced by a 5 min
delay. The mice were then left in their home cage for a 5 min retention interval. To test
short-term spatial recognition memory, one of the three familiar objects was displaced to
the south east corner location. Mice were free to explore the new configuration for a 10
min period. Detection of spatial change (object displacement) in the environment is
classically demonstrated by a spatial bias of mice while exploring objects (increased
exploration of the displaced object).
Between each trial the arena and objects were cleaned with 70° ethanol to reduce
olfactory cues. During all sessions mice were monitored using the Any-Maze videotracking software (Stoelting, Wood Dale, USA). An object was automatically considered to
be explored when the distance between the nose of the mouse and the object was shorter
than 2 cm. Pilot studies indicated that this automatic measure was strongly correlated with
the manual scoring of exploratory bouts. The ratio time exploring the displaced object
versus total exploring time of objects was calculated and used as a memory index (I;
chance level at 33%):
I=

Od

Od + Ond1 + Ond2

× 100

Od: time spent exploring the displaced object

Ond1,nd2: time spent exploring the two non-displaced objects

Statistical analysis
For the analysis of human biopsies the linear regressions of the number of synapses on the
proportion of stubby spines or on the neck diameter were evaluated. In addition, a
resampling approach was adopted to account for the effect of intra-individual sample
variation that could possibly affect the predicted correlation. The 95% confidence interval
was computed by Bca bootstrapping [15] with 10 000 replicas using the boot.ci function of
the R package ‘boot’. For the analysis of mice, between-groups comparisons were
performed using two-tailed, paired or unpaired Student’s t-tests and statistical significance
was set to a p value <0.05. For all morphological data relying on an age x genotype design,
a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed followed by planed comparisons
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to assess evolution of studied variables across ages (age factor in the two genotypes) and
between groups (genotype factor at the 3 different ages). Note that for the analysis of spine
shape, the arcsin function was applied to the fraction of spines with head and headless
spines for each animal, followed by 2-way ANOVA. For the analysis of LTP P values
were calculated using multivariate ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests to account
for the correlations inherent to repeated measures in electrophysiological recordings.
Analyses were performed with Statistica v9-v13 (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA),
GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA), R version 3.3.2 (https://www.rproject.org) or StatView statistical packages.
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Results
Correlation of spine density and morphology in human biopsies
Sections in layers II-III from biopsies of the middle frontal gyrus were studied to determine
whether alterations of the morphology of dendritic spines could be detected in AD brains.
The ultrastructure was well preserved in the biopsies of either non-AD (n=5) or AD (n=3)
patients, allowing a clear identification of spine synapses (asterisks in Fig. 1a, b). We
measured for each case the density of spine synapses. To verify that it is possible to
classify spines as stubby or non-stubby based on single sections, we analyzed 22 spines in
serial sections. The 10 spines that exhibited a “mushroom” morphology in single sections
remained mushroom on the adjacent serial sections (Fig. 1c), while the 12 spines that
appeared “stubby” in single sections remained stubby (Fig. 1d). These data confirmed that
identification of stubby vs non-stubby spines can reliably be performed from single
sections. On single sections, we therefore measured the density of stubby spines and the
diameter of the neck for all the spines having their neck and their PSD in the plane of the
section (Fig. 1e, f). A significant negative correlation was observed between the density of
synapses and the proportion of stubby spines (R²=0.616, P=0.021; Fig. 1g), and
accordingly between the density of synapses and the neck diameter (R²=0.566, P=0.031).
Moreover, a resampling approach was adopted to account for the effect of intra-individual
sample variation that could possibly affect the predicted correlation. The calculated 95%
bootstrap confidence interval still provided strong evidence of a significant negative
correlation to validate the relationship between the density of synapses and the proportion
of stubby spines or neck diameter. s

An alteration of the morphology of dendritic spines occurs before the decrease
of neuronal and synaptic density in APPxPS1-KI mice
We aimed then to determine the timing of alteration of dendritic spine morphology with
respect to synapse and neuron loss in APPxPS1 KI mice. Previous studies indicated a 2030% neuronal loss at 6 months, and a 50% neuronal loss at 10 months in the CA1 stratum
pyramidale of APPxPS1-KI mice [7, 8, 19]. To determine how early a decrease of neuronal
density could be detected, the density of neuronal nuclear profiles was quantified on
semithin sections, in the pyramidal cell layer of the CA1 subfield in PS1-KI and APPxPS1KI mice at 3, 4 and 6 months (n=4 mice per age and per genotype; Fig. 2a, b). ANOVA
indicated an overall decrement in neuronal density with increased age (F(2,18)= 5.875);
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however this effect was significant in APPxPS1-KI mice (F(1,18)= 12.557; p<.0025; Fig.
2c) but not in PS1-KI controls (F(1,18)= 1.633; ns). Effect of the genotype factor just
failed to reach statistical significance (F(1,18)= 3.403; p= 0.082) because neuronal
densities were very similar in the two genotypes at 3 and 4 months (Fs<1) and only showed
a 19% decrement in the oldest APPxPS1-KI mice at 6 months of age (F(1,18)= 5.399;
p<.05). Because changes in the size of neuronal nuclei could have induced a stereological
bias in the neuron count, we verified that the surface area of nuclear profiles was similar
between genotypes (data not shown).
To determine if synaptic alterations in the stratum radiatum could precede neuronal
loss, we first measured the width of the stratum radiatum (Double arrows in Fig. 2a, b).
ANOVA underlined a significant effect of both genotype (F(1,18)= 18.665; p<.001) and
age (F(2,18)= 17.657; p<.001) factors (Fig. 2d). Once again, an age-dependent atrophy of
the stratum radiatum was observed in APPxPS1-KI mice (F(1,18)= 69.682; p<.001) but not
in PS1-KI mice (F<1). Mirroring observations on neuronal densities, no differences
between genotypes were noted at 3 and 4 months (Fs<1) while APPxPS1-KI mice showed
a 27% reduction of the stratum radiatum width at 6 months (F(1,18)= 60.047; p<.001).
The density of excitatory, asymmetric synaptic profiles on dendritic spines was then
quantified using EM at 50-100 µm from the pyramidal cell layer (n=4 mice per age and per
genotype; Fig. 2e, f). ANOVA indicated an overall effect of the genotype factor (F(1,18)=
22.143; p<.001; Fig. 2g) and of the age factor (F(2,18)= 12.234; p<.001) that was
explained by an age-dependent decrease in synapse density in APPxPS1-KI mice (F(1,18)=
34.031; p<.001) but not in PS1-KI controls (F(1,18)= 1.144; ns). Subsequent analyses
showed a large (-42%) decrement in synapses density in APPxPS1-KI mice at 6 months of
age (F(1,18)= 31.839; p<.001) that was also marginally evidenced at 4 months (-14%
reduction, F(1,18)= 3.251; p= 0.076) but absent in the youngest 3-months old transgenics
(F<1).
ANOVA on PSD length also showed an effect of genotype (F(1,18)= 15.12;
p<.001) and Age (F(2,18)= 11.63; p<.001) factors (Fig. 2h). An increase in PSD size was
clearly observed between 3 and 6 months in APPxPS1-KI mice (F(1,18)= 38.325; p<.001)
while PSDs remained unaltered in PS1-KI mice (F<1). Consequently, differences between
genotypes were observed at 4 months (10% increase in APPxPS1-KI mice, F(1,18)= 8.23;
p<.025) and 6 months (16% increase, F(1,18)= 22.766; p<.001), but not at 3 months (F<1).
The morphology of dendritic spines at 3 months of age was then assessed by
measuring the neck diameter of spines in the plane of EM sections (Fig. 2i, j). The neck
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diameter was increased in APPxPS1-KI mice when compared to PS1-KI mice (28,6%,
unpaired Student’s t-test: t(6)= 2.57, P= 0.018, Fig. 2k). Thus, an alteration of spine
morphology occurred before the reduction in synapse and neuron density.

3D-spine reconstructions to quantify the alterations of spine morphology
The alterations of spine morphology were precisely quantified using 3D reconstructions
following serial sectioning EM, to be able to simulate the impact of these alterations on the
electrical and biochemical compartmentalization of spines (Fig. 3a, b).
Fifty spines were analyzed per mouse, allowing a total of 200 spines per genotype
and per time point (n=4 mice per age and per genotype). Spines were classified as
presenting or not a constriction (Fig. 3c) [21]. ANOVA was performed on the proportion
of spines with/without constrictions and showed a large effect of the genotype factor
(F(1,18)= 46.08; p<.001; Fig. 3d) with no effect of age (F(2,18)= 2.355; ns). Subsequent
analysis underlined that, already at 3 months, there was a 28% decrease of the number of
spines with and a 93% increase of the number of spines without a constriction in
APPxPS1-KI mice when compared to PS1-KI mice (difference between groups: F(1,18)=
19.327; p<.001). Similarly at 4 months, there was a 33% decrease of the number of spines
with and a 73% increase of the number of spines without constriction in APPxPS1-KI mice
(F(1,18)= 21.167; p<.001). At 6 months, the difference was also significant, with a 20%
decrease in the number of spines with and a 41% increase of the number of spines without
constriction (F(1,18)= 7.62; p<.025). Thus, an alteration of spine morphology was present
at all ages examined.
Several morphological parameters were measured on the electron microscopy 3Dspine reconstructions (Fig. 3e, f). ANOVA on spine volume indicated an overall effect of
genotype (F(1,18)= 9.027; p<.01) and age (F(2,18)= 8.336; p<.01) factors (Fig. 3g).
APPxPS1-KI mice displayed an age-dependent increase in spine volume (F(1,18)= 12.705;
p<.0025) while no alterations were depicted in PS1-KI littermates (F<1). Planed
comparisons showed a significant difference between genotypes at 6 months (F(1,18)=
4.574; p<.05) and 4 months (F(1,18)= 12.202; p<.01) but not at 3 months (F<1).
Measurements of spine morphology were performed at 3 months to avoid bias due
to increased spine volume. In APPxPS1-KI mice the length of dendritic spines was
decreased by 15 % (unpaired Student’s t-test: t(6)= 2.81, P= 0.0308, Fig. 3h) and the
diameter of spine necks was increased by 35% (unpaired Student’s t-test: t(6)= 3.36, P=
0.0153; Fig. 3i), in agreement with the quantification on single sections (Fig. 2k). Thus, at
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3 months the length of dendritic spines is reduced while the diameter of their neck is
increased, giving spines a more “stubby” appearance (Fig. 3b).

Simulation of the impact of the changes in spine neck morphology on the
electrical and biochemical compartmentalization of spines
Both, the reduced length and increased width of the spine neck should reduce its electrical
resistance [57]. We estimated the electrical resistance of spine necks on the basis of neck
morphology using Ohm’s law:
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
𝐴𝐴

𝑅𝑅 =

where 𝜌𝜌 is the resistivity of the cytoplasm, L the length and A the cross-sectional area of

the spine neck [57]. There was a 43% reduction of the neck resistance in APPxPS1-KI
mice (unpaired Student’s t-test: t(6)=2.6291, P=0.0391; Fig. 4a).

We then simulated the potential effects of the modification of spine neck resistance
on EPSPs in spine heads and somas (Fig. 4b; see Methods). Decreasing the spine neck
resistance by 50% had very little impact on simulated EPSP amplitudes measured at the
level of the cell body, largely irrespective of the initial resistance (Fig. 4c). However, the
same drop in neck resistance substantially affected the EPSP in the spine head for neck
resistances initially larger than 80 MΩ (Fig. 4c).
The reduced length and increased diameter of necks in APPxPS1-KI mice should
also alter the diffusion of molecules across the spine neck [58]. We estimated the
diffusional coupling between the spine head and the dendritic shaft:
𝜏𝜏 =

VL
DA

where 𝜏𝜏 is the time constant of diffusional equilibration across the spine neck for a
particular molecule, V is the volume of the spine head, L the length, A the cross-sectional

area of the spine neck, and D the diffusion coefficient of the molecule [57]. For spines
without constriction, the head volume was estimated using the diameter of the spine. There
was a 52% reduction of the time constant in APPxPS1-KI mice (unpaired Student’s t-test:
t(6)=2.8443, P=0.0294; Fig. 4d), indicating a steep reduction in the biochemical
compartmentalization of spines.
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Maintenance of basal parameters of synaptic function
The simulation predicted no reduction of EPSPs in cell bodies, suggesting that basal
parameters of synaptic function could be maintained. We performed electrophysiological
recordings in the CA1 subfield at 3 months to study these basal parameters. Following
stimulation of Schaffer collaterals, we observed no alteration of the afferent volley slope,
of the field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs; PS1-KI, n=45 slices from 8 mice
and APPxPS1-KI, n=39 slices from 8 mice; Fig. 5a, b) or of the paired-pulse facilitation
(PS1-KI, 1.54 ± 0.03, n=48 slices from 8 mice and APPxPS1-KI, 1.50 ± 0.03, n=43 slices
from 8 mice; Fig. 5c), suggesting that presynaptic axon excitability and presynaptic release
probability were not altered in APPxPS1-KI mice. There was also no significant
modification of the amplitude of NMDA-dependent fEPSPs (PS1-KI, n=11 slices from 4
mice and APPxPS1-KI, n=19 slices from 4 mice; see curve Fig. 5d). Patch clamp
recordings of CA1 pyramidal neurons showed no alteration of the amplitude (13.7 ± 0.6
pA in PS1-KI, n=18 cells from 8 mice vs 14.0 ± 0.9 pA in APPxPS1-KI, n=15 cells from 8
mice), or frequency (0.67 ± 0.08 Hz in PS1-KI, n=18 cells from 8 mice vs 0.65 ± 0.07 Hz
in APPxPS1-KI, n=13 cells from 8 mice) of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents
(mEPSCs) dependent on the activation of AMPA receptors (Fig. 5e, f). Whole-cell
membrane resistance was not changed in both genotypes (206.6 ± 10.3 MΩ in PS1-KI,
n=21 cells from 8 mice vs 191.6 ± 11.6 MΩ in APPxPS1-KI, n=15 cells from 8 mice; Fig.
5g). Thus, the spontaneous or evoked release of glutamate and synaptic AMPA and
NMDA currents did not appear modified.

Early deficit in long-term potentiation
The simulation predicted a reduction of EPSPs in spine heads that could potentially affect
the plasticity of dendritic spines. We analyzed synaptic plasticity in the CA1 subfield at 3
months to determine if such alteration occurred in APPxPS1-KI mice. The significance of
LTP expression was determined by comparing the 15 min of baseline recordings with
values recorded between 45 and 60 min after the conditioning stimulation. The
significance of changes in LTP magnitude between groups was determined by comparing
the last 15 min of recordings. A deficit in LTP was observed following theta-burst
stimulation of Schaffer collaterals (Fig. 6a). Applying stimulation induced a potentiation of
synaptic responses much lower in APPxPS1-KI mice (115.9 ± 7.5 % of baseline, n=14
slices from 8 mice) as compared to PS1-KI mice (139.8 ± 5.2 % of baseline, n=13 slices
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from 8 mice). The difference was statistically significant (F(1,25)=6.8, P=0.014). A
statistically significant difference was also observed during the first 3 minutes after
stimulation, indicating an alteration of LTP induction (F(1,25)=5.3, P=0.03). However,
LTD following low frequency stimulation of Schaffer collaterals was not modified in
APPxPS1-KI (Fig. 6b). The low frequency stimulation applied at 2-Hz (1200 pulses),
induced a comparable depression of synaptic responses in slices from PS1-KI (80.3 ± 4.8%
of baseline, n=10 slices from 8 mice) and in slices from APPxPS1-KI (77.9 ± 4.0 % of
baseline, n=8 slices from 8 mice; F(1,16)=0.15, P=0.7). Thus, there was a specific deficit
in LTP at 3 months, concomitant with the alteration of spine morphology.

Early deficit in spatial memory
Synaptic plasticity is currently believed to underlie learning and memory. Therefore, we
determined whether cognitive deficits could be present at 3 months by studying the shortterm spatial recognition memory. For that purpose, we used a novel object location (NOL)
paradigm. During acquisition mice spent much time exploring the objects. This was
observed both in PS1-KI (n=9 mice; mean = 202 sec. of exploration cumulated on the 3
objects, minimum = 134 sec., maximum = 311 sec.) and in APPxPS1-KI mice (n=11 mice;
mean = 189 sec., minimum = 113 sec., maximum = 266 sec.). Importantly similar levels of
exploration were noted in the two genotypes (unpaired Student’s t-test: t(18)= 0.57, ns)
indicating comparable exposition to the stimuli to be memorized. Five minutes after
acquisition mice were replaced in the arena for the memory retention test (Fig. 6c; see
Methods). When exploration levels were compared to chance level (33% of exploration on
each objects), PS1-KI mice significantly preferred the displaced object (paired Student’s ttest: t(8)= 8.156; p<0.0001) while APPxPS1-KI mice did not (t(10)= 1.927; ns). APPxPS1KI mice demonstrated a lower memory index when compared to control PS1-KI mice
(unpaired Student’s t-test: t (18) = 3.5017; p< 0.005; Fig. 6d) indicative of an important
recognition memory deficit in this genotype at 3 months.
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Discussion
In biopsies from non-AD and AD patients, we observed that a lower density of synapses
was associated with an increased proportion of stubby spines and an enlargement of spine
necks. We complemented our analysis in transgenic mice to study the potential functional
consequences of the alteration of spine morphology. In APPxPS1 KI mice we observed a
reduction in the density of synapses in the CA1 stratum radiatum, consistent with the
synapse loss described in AD [9, 11, 47-49, 56]. The enlargement of PSDs of the
remaining spines observed in APPxPS1-KI mice also matched observations in the human
disease [47, 48], potentially reflecting a compensatory, “homeostatic” regulation of the size
of PSDs [28]. Additionally, the enlargement of PSDs may be due to a preferential loss of
synapses with small PSDs. The size of the PSD is correlated with the volume of the
dendritic spine [24]. Accordingly, we observed that an increased volume of the remaining
spines accompanied the enlargement of PSDs. We also observed an alteration of dendritic
spine morphology that preceded the loss of synapses and neurons. There was a reduction in
the length of spines and an enlargement of their neck, giving spines a more “stubby”
appearance. Thus, the APPxPS1 KI mouse model recapitulated several aspects of the
synaptopathy observed in AD. It is in agreement with previous studies showing that
transgenic mice overexpressing FAD mutations present a loss of synapses [1, 30, 35, 39,
41, 53], an enlargement of PSDs [1], and an increased proportion of stubby spines [44, 54,
55, 63]. It gave us the opportunity to study the potential effects of the early alterations of
spine morphology on synapse function.
We combined electrophysiological and behavioral studies with numerical
simulations to analyze the potential functional consequences of the first alterations of
dendritic spine morphology in APPxPS1-KI mice. The only alteration of synaptic function
that we could detect with electrophysiology was a deficit in LTP, which was accompanied
by an alteration of spatial memory. While previous studies described deficits in LTP and
spatial memory in APPxPS1 KI mice at later stages, when synapse and neuron loss is in
full effect [7, 19], we could detect them already before the loss of synaptic and cellular
structures. LTP is dependent on calcium influx through NMDA receptors [29]. However,
there was no reduction of the amplitude of NMDA-dependent fEPSPs. Similarly a recent
study on another APP transgenic mouse line found no alteration of NMDA currents [59]. A
shift of the LTP/LTD threshold in favor of LTD could explain the reduced LTP, and also
the later loss of synapses [40, 61]. However, we found neither an evidence for a decrease
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in basal synaptic transmission, nor an increase in LTD in APPxPS1-KI mice. LTP
increases the diameter of spine necks [57]. Thus, the deficit in LTP in APPxPS1 KI mice
cannot be responsible for the enlargement of spine necks. On the contrary, the abnormal
morphology of spines could reduce LTP in a reverse causality. Even though the simulation
suggests that the observed changes in spine morphology are unlikely to substantially affect
EPSPs in the cell body, they might reduce EPSPs in the spine head and thus prevent the
depolarization required for the induction of synaptic plasticity, especially for spines where
the neck resistance was initially high. The effect of the alteration of spine morphology on
LTP therefore depends critically on the size of the electrical resistance of spine necks,
which remains debated [6, 58]. In addition to this electrical effect, the changes in spine
morphology should diminish the diffusional isolation of the spine head from the dendritic
shaft [58]. This reduced spine compartmentalization could reduce LTP induction by
preventing a sufficient built-up of messenger molecules or activated proteins as they
diffuse out of the spines more easily [2, 42].
The links between LTP and experience-dependent brain functions, such as learning
and memory functions, have been repeatedly stressed [36]. LTP relies indeed on synaptic
remodeling that could serve as the substratum for cellular changes responsible for the
formation of memories. Anomalies of LTP are generally associated with cognitive
impairments and, in the present study, we depicted a severe deficit in spatial recognition
memory in 3-months old APPxPS1-KI mice concomitant to abnormal LTP in the same
transgenics. The decrement in memory functions observed in young APPxPS1-KI mice can
be paralleled by clinical observations: subjects with moderate AD or even mild cognitive
impairments display graded deficits in recognition memory tasks [5]. The whole set of our
data therefore suggests that the very initial morphological changes tackling dendritic spines
in AD brains could trigger local synaptic plasticity alterations and subsequently the early
clinical manifestations of the disease (recognition memory impairments).
Both, the reduction of the length of dendritic spines and the enlargement of their
neck can be explained by a decrease of the forces exerted by the spine cytoskeleton on the
plasma membrane [38]. It is thus conceivable that the early change in spine morphology in
APPxPS1-KI mice is due to an alteration of the underlying cytoskeleton. The spine
cytoskeleton is made of actin and spectrin filaments that are important for the maintenance
of dendritic spines [14, 31, 33]. Additionally, periodic actin structures are observed at the
spine neck [4]. A recent study describes an early decrease of actin polymerization in
synaptosomes of another transgenic mouse model of AD [32]. It could be due to the
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alteration of various signaling pathways in dendritic spines [22, 51]. The mechanism of
cytoskeleton alteration, and whether it affects synaptic plasticity and maintenance, remains
to be investigated.
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Figure legends
Fig. 1 Alteration of the morphology of dendritic spines in biopsies. a, b Ultrathin sections
in the layers II-III of the frontal cortex of a non-AD (a) and an AD (b) patient. Spine
synapses are indicated by asterisks. Spine necks in the plane of the section are indicated by
arrows. c, d Examples of serial sections through a mushroom spine in a non-AD patient (c)
and through a stubby spine in an AD patient (d). Spine synapses are indicated by asterisks.
Spine necks in the plane of the section are indicated by arrows. e, f Examples of dendritic
spines from a non-AD (e) and an AD (f) patient. Asterisks indicate spines having their
neck in the plane of the section. Double arrows indicate the diameter of spine necks. g
Linear regression of the density of synapses on the proportion of stubby spines. Scale bar
in a: 1 µm in a and b. Scale bar in c and d: 400 nm. Scale bar in e: 500 nm in e and f
Fig. 2 Decrease of neuronal and synaptic densities are preceded by an enlargement of
dendritic spine necks. a, b Semithin sections through the CA1 pyramidal layer at 6 months
in control PSI-KI (a) and APPxPS1-KI (b) mice. Amyloid plaques are indicated by arrows.
The width of the stratum radiatum is indicated by a double arrow. c, d Quantification
(mean+SEM) of the number of neuronal nuclei profiles per 220 µm-long portion of the
pyramidal cell layer (c) and of the width of the stratum radiatum (d). e, f Ultrathin sections
in the middle of the CA1 stratum radiatum at 6 months in PSI-KI (e) and APPxPS1-KI (f)
mice. Asterisks indicate synaptic profiles. g, h Quantification (mean+SEM) of the number
of synaptic profiles on spines per 29 µm2 (g) and of the length of PSDs (h). i, j Ultrathin
sections through dendritic spines from PSI-KI (i) and APPxPS1-KI (j) mice at 3 months.
Asterisks indicate spines having their neck in the plane of the section. Double arrows
indicate the diameter of spine necks. k Quantification (mean+SEM) of the diameter of the
neck of dendritic spines at 3 months. Scale bar in a: 100 µm in a and b. Scale bar in e: 400
nm in e and f. Scale bar in i: 500 nm in i and j. Difference between genotypes, *: p<0.05,
***: p<0.001
Fig. 3 Measurement of dendritic spine morphological characteristics using 3D-spine
reconstructions. a Serial sections through a dendritic spine from a PS1-KI mouse at 4
months. Asterisks indicate the head of the spine. b 3D reconstructions of dendritic
segments from PS1-KI (arrows: spines with a thin neck) and APPxPS1-KI (arrowheads:
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spines with a large neck) mice at 3 months. c Criteria for the classification of spines as
presenting or not a constriction. d Quantification (mean+SEM) over 50 sampled spines per
mouse of the number of spines with or without a constriction at 3, 4 and 6 months of age.
e, f Ultrathin sections through dendritic spines from a PS1-KI (e) and an APPxPS1-Ki (f)
mouse. Double arrows indicate the diameter of spine necks and double dashed arrows
indicate the length of the spines. g-i Quantification (mean+SEM) of the volume of
dendritic spines (g), the length of spines (h), and the diameter of spine necks (i). Scale bar
in a: 250nm. Scale cube in b: 0.2µm2 on a side. Scale bar in e: 500 nm in e and f
Difference between genotypes, *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001
Fig. 4 Simulation of the impact of the alteration of spine morphology on the electrical and
biochemical compartmentalization of spines. a Quantification (mean+SEM) of the
electrical resistance of the spine neck (Rspine

neck)

at 3 months. b Schematic of the

NEURON model and simulation parameters. c Simulation of the effect of 50% reductions
in Rspine

neck

on EPSPs in the spine head (upper traces) or in the soma (lower traces). d

Simulation indicating a 52% reduction in the time constant of diffusional equilibration of
molecules across the spine neck in APPxPS1 KI mice. Difference between genotypes, *:
p<0.05
Fig. 5 Intact basal characteristics of synaptic function. a-d Extracellular recordings of
afferent volley slopes (a), fEPSP slopes of non-NMDA synaptic potentials (b), pairedpulse facilitation (PPF) (c) and fNMDA amplitudes (d). For PPF measurement, the slope of
the second response was normalized by the slope of the first response. e-g Patch clamp
recordings of amplitude (e) and frequency (f) of miniature events (mEPSCs), and of the
membrane resistance (g)
Fig. 6 Alteration of synaptic plasticity and memory performance. a LTP was induced by
Theta Burst Stimulation at t0 after recording 15 min of baseline. LTP was then recorded
during 60 min. b LTD recorded after application of a low frequency stimulation. c Scheme
of the NOL paradigm (Acquisition and Retention phases). nd1, nd2: non displaced objects;
d: displaced object. d Graph of memory index. 33% line: random performance. Difference
between genotypes, *:p<0.05, **: p<0.01
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